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Abstract This paper presents a design of a graphical user 
interface(GU1) for a real time simulat#or(RTS) for relay test- 
ing. The GUI software is developed in the X-Window/Motif 
environment under the AIX/IBM RI[SC6000 operating sys- 
tem using C language. The editing portion of the software 
allows the construction of one-line diagrams of power system 
networks in a paint-brush-like environment. Real time simu- 
lation preparation and initialization is also performed by the 
GUI. Both off-line and real-time simulation can be invoked 
from the GUI. Its efficiency is demonstrated by utilizing it in 
actual applications. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The use of digital simulators for relay testing has been known 
since the early eighties [I]. Digital simulators of an open-loop 
type are extremely effective in replaying either simulated or 
recorded waveforms into relays for testing purposes. Never- 
theless, the open-loop simulators can( not easily be utilized to  
support transient computations undLer real-time constraints, 
since the relay testing requires multiple dynamic changes of 
the power system configuration based upon the relay's re- 
sponse. Electromagnetic Transients Program(EMTP), com- 
monly know11 in the power industry, call be used for the 
open-loop transient simulation but not for the real-time sim- 
ulator implementation [Z]. A new simulation software has 
been designed to operate under a closed-loop control of relays 
under test. It is implemented using EMTP computational 
techniques enhanced with novel numerical solutions for dy- 
namic power system configuration change and nonlinear ele- 
ment modeling [3 ,  41. 

Various graphic interface packages on different platforms 
using Microsoft Windows, X-Windlows, or conimercial GUI 
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builders such as Labwindows have been reported [5]-[a]. 
However, none of commercially available GUI software today 
can directly be used as a general solution for applications in 
power system simulation and control. A dedicated Graphical 
User Interface(GU1) for the new real-time simulator is thus 
needed for support of its functions. The GUI for real-time 
simulator has been developed in X-Window/Motif based en- 
vironment under the AIX/IBM RISC6000 operating system 
using C language. A set of standard mouse-based manip- 
ulations such as clicking, selecting and dragging is utilized 
together with the keyboard entry of alphanumeric data. 

This paper starts with an introduction of the simulator ar- 
chitecture. Then we address the design and implementation 
issues of the GUI. In the last section, we present some ex- 
perience of using the GUI in real-time simulation for relay 
testing. 

2 REAL-TIME SIMULATOR ARCHI- 
TECTURE 

The most demanding real-time simulator design requirement 
is computation of fault transients under the condition of real- 
time change of power system configuration due to relay op- 
eration 141. This problem is solved, using EMTP computa- 
tional techniques enhanced with novel numerical solutions for 
dynamic power system configuration change and nonlinear el- 
ement modeling [3, 41. An advanced Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer(R1SC) architecture is utilized to  achieve further 
optimization of the execution time for the transients compu- 
tation code. The  main advantage of this design is the use of 
conventional single processor computer architecture in com- 
bination with advanced digital signal processors(DSPs). This 
makes this simulator an off-the-shelf product with all the ben- 
efits of commercially available computers priced at a relatively 
low cost. 

The real-time simulator hardware and software architecture 
are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. 

The  overall organization of software reflects t.he existence 
of two distinct subsystem as shown in Figure 1: the Graphi- 
cal User Interface(GU1) and the Real Time Simulation(RTS). 
The GUI software is performed entirely by the GUI work- 
station(RS6000/320K), while the RTS software is performed 
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Figure I:  Real-Time Simulator Hardware Architecture 
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Figure 2: Real-Time Simulator Software Architecture 

by the RTS workstation(RS6000/580) and the DSPs. The  
features of both RISC workstations, as well as the software 
operating environments, are selected to support in the most 
appropriate way the specific tasks assigned to each worksta- 
tion. 

The workstations communicate among themselves by using 
Local Area Network(LAN) for data  exchange. The commu- 
nication is limited to a small set of functions, namely: 

Real-time subsystem initialization 

e Simulation initialization 

e Result collection 

All of the communication bet.ween the GUI and RTS is 
provided by the GUI support modules. The program down- 
loading, simulation initializing, and result collecting are sup- 
ported by the RTS-to-GUI communication module indicated 

in Figure 2. The  main task of the GUI is to  provide the one- 
line network model editing, which will be discussed in more 
detail in the following section. The EMTP program is used 
for calculation of the steady-state, the line data  are computed 
by the Line Constant auxiliary routine, and the transformer 
parameters are obtained from the Power Transformer aux- 
iliary routine. A relational information management(R1M) 
database is utilized for data  management for the GUI soft- 
ware. 

3 GUI DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTA- 
TION 

3.1 Functionality 

This graphical user interface is designed as a CAD tool, per- 
forming the following groups of tasks as shown in Figure 3 :  

0 preparing and initiating input data  for the simulator 

collecting and presenting the results of the simulation 

To prepare and initiate a simulation, the user is provided 
with an interactive graphical editor and a set of auxiliary 
modules. including the GUI-to-RTS communications module. 
-411 the auxiliary modules are accessed through unique user 
interface. at  appropriate points of network model definition. 
In general course of preparation and initialization of a simu- 
lation. the user may perform the following steps: 

0 

0 

0 

3.2 

Edit a one-line diagram by representing the network 
t.opology and modeling the network components. 

lnvoke the EMTP auxiliary routines including Line Con- 
st,ant.s and Power Transformers in order to  perform cal- 
culations required for completing the network model. 

Perform the steady state calculation for a network 
model, aft,er a complete network has been defined. 

Generate t.he input dat,a files in the form appropriate for 
RTS usage: and init,iate simulation by calling a sequencer 
located in the real-time simulation machine. 

Accept the simulation test results from the RTS subsys- 
tem and make them available t o  the user. T h e  results 
pertain only to  the relay response data  and are presented 
t o  the user upon request. 

Network Modeling and the GUI Repre- 
sent at ion 

In the real-time software development, well known EMTP 
modeling techniques have been applied [a]. The GUI provides 
data for the network components as required by preparing 
their EMTP cards. These components include uncoupled R, 
L ,  C and R-L branches, coupled R-L, C branches, constant pa- 
rameter(CP) overhead transmission lines, transmission lines 
with frequency dependent(FD) parameters, voltage sources. 
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Figure 3 :  Data Flow of the GUI Software 
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Other components supported by the reall-time simulator are 
modeled differently from what is used in the EMTP [3, 41. A 
brief description of the components treated differently than 
in the E M T P  is given below. 

In the GUI, a fault is represented as a special component 
with fault resistance, incidence angle, the initial time a.t which 
the fault happens, the length of time the fault lasts, as well 
as the fault location. 

There may be maximum of three relays under consid- 
eration in any simulation run. Each of them is associated 
with a set of three switches on which they act. The  circuit 
breakers are modeled as three-phase ideal switches for this 
purpose. Therefore, the same parameters must be entered 
for each phase: resistance, initial state,  reference node(node 
for which the voltages and the currents ,are outputted),  etc. 
Additionally, several parameters describing physical breaker 
characteristics must be specified. These parameters a.re used 
when the circuit breaker model is implemented in the DSP 
boards. These parameters are saved in the device description 
files associated with different breaker types, manufactures, 
or installation sites. These files are treated as RTS system 
library files and are manipulatedl through the GUI environ- 
ment. 

Instrument transformers are modeled separately from 
the remaining parts of the power system. They arme avail- 
able as separate components and they are simulated by the 
DSP subsystem. Internal network topologies of instrument 
transformer models are fixed, as described in [9) IO]. Each 
topology is accompanied by at  lleast one set. of parameters 
representing a commercially available device. The  parame- 
ters are stored in disk files and manipulated through GUI 
environment. Connections of the inputs of instrument trans- 
formers are implicitly given by the GUI. They are determined 
by the locations of the relays. 

Two different models of series capacitor with 
MOV( CMOV) protection can be used for representing 
those components: one-line segment and three-line segment 
models [ 3 ] .  The voltage arresters are assumed to  be of 
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ZnO kind and gapless. They are permitted to  appear only 
in a shunt configuration. T h e  MOV characteristic for this 
component is modeled as the one-line segment. 

In order for the user t o  efficiently define the component pa- 
rameters during a da t a  preparation session, two da ta  libraries 
are manipulated by the GUI through the database. One of 
the libraries is designed for the default component param- 
eters, the other for the one-line diagram object attributes. 
Therefore, all the  component parameters can be dynamically 
updated from graphical user interface functions provided. All 
t he  component models are represented in the format defined 
by the database schemes. For example, the following data  
attr ibutes are defined for a CMOV and a source component: 

modelname CMOVs 
t y p e  08 
parameters :  model t y p e  No., 

( t y p e  0 )  C, bypass  L, bypass  R ,  c u r r e n t ,  energy ,  
V1, R1, V2, R2, V3, R3; 

( t y p e  1) C, bypass ,  c l i p p i n g  v o l t a g e ,  c u r r e n t ,  
energy ,  c l i p p i n g  R ,  bypass  R ;  

( t y p e  2) C, bypass  L, R i n  s e r i e s  w i t h  C, c u r r e n t ,  
energy ,  V1, R1, V2, R2, V3, R3 

modelname Source 
t y p e  01 
parameters :  f r e q u e n c y ,  magni tude,  phase  angle 

For each component, either i ts  default parameters or spe- 
cific values for a given network can be presented to  the user 
through various dialog menus. For example, the dialog menu 
for component “fault” is shown in Figure 4. The  user is able 
to select, update,  or input new values. 

D i s .  From Local Bus 

I n c i d e n c e  A n g l e  

m fault 

L a s t  phase s e l e c t e d  is t h e  grounded phase1 

35 d 

9 9  deq 

ok 1 1 cancel  

Figure 4: An Example of Dialog Menus in the GUI 

3.3 GUI Software Implementation 
When the user s tar ts  the real-hime simulator system, a win- 
dow shown in Figure 5 is created. T h e  user can work in two 
sessions: 
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simulation 

network editing and simulation 

T h e  status of the above sessions is printed in the upper-left 
message window. 

Figure 5: Typical Screens of the GUI System 

Users interact with various menus of the GUI to  issue re- 
quests for actions. These menus are designed in a hierarchical 
structure. Every menu except the toplevel window has a par- 
ent window and can also have submenus. Figure 6 illustrates 
such a window hierarchy of the GUI and the relationship be- 
tween several windows. 

T h e  most important part  of the GUI software system is 
the one-line network diagram editor shown in the right hand 
side of Figure 5. The  editor enables users t o  construct one- 
line diagram representation of a power system through simple 
point-and-click, paint-brush like, mouse directed movements. 
These editing functions are initiated from the protocol icons 
specified in the Toolbox of the one-line editor. T h e  display 
can then be used by putting the GUI in the simulation mode. 
Additionally, a pseudo-EMTP file can be created for general 
E M T P  applications. 

If a case has been edited and i ts  pseudo-EMTP format 
file generated using the one-line editor, the user can repeat 
a simulation easily from the simulation window shown in the 
bottom-left of Figure 5. 

T h e  vital task in designing the GUI is to  determine the 
hierarchy of objects needed. The  bottom level objects are 
extracted from the power system itself. These include the 
physical types of equipment such as sources, breakers and 
lines. As these objects are studied and decomposed, similar- 
ities may be detected between the objects. Using the tech- 
niques of object-oriented programming these similarities may 
be taken advantage of to  allow for the sharing of attr ibutes 
and operations among similar objects. A prototype class hi- 
erarchy has been defined in Figure 7. This hierarchy contains 

M ~ s a g e ~ ~  M ~ ~ B ~  

"RTS Description" 

"Qiilt" "Help" 

"OneLine Editor" 

"Real-time Siniulation" 

"Off-line Simulation" 

"New Drawing Area 

Misc. Area 
"Start" 

Editing-tool Protocols 
Component Protocols 

MISC Buttons 

Line-option Buttons 

"Create EMTP-File" 
"Run RTS Simulation" 

"Run RTS Off-line" 

Figure 6: Window Hierarchy of the GUI System 

the basic elements required to  model a power system for the 
simulation purpose. I t  may easily be expanded to  incorporate 
other component objects. 

Graphic 

Bus Node Component Segment Ground 

Source Lumped RLC Switch Arrester 3-phase Switch 

Coupled RL Coupled C CMOV Breaker Line Power Trans. Fault 

I 
Bus Fault Line Fault 

Figure 7: Class Hierarchy of GUI Design for the RTS 

4 EXPERIENCES WITH GUI APPLI- 
CATIONS 

A typical Western Area Power Administration(WAPA) 345K 
network section has been chosen for new simulator testing as 
well as the GUI evaluation. T h e  network circuit is shown in 
Figure 8. This system consists of both nonlinear components 
including Metal Oxide Varisters(MOVs), Capacitor Coupling 
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Voltage Transformers(CCVTs), Current Transformiers(CTs) 
and arresters, and linear components iricluding sources, cou- 
pled RL/C branches, capacitors, s w i t c h  and relay-controlled 
breakrrs. 

Figure 8: WAPA Reference System 

For WAPA reduced cases, t,he transmission lines between 
the Flagstaff and Pinnacle Peak substations are made as an 
equivalent voltage source with an impedance. For both the  
reduced and full WAPA cases, up t o  three relays are installed 
on the lines between the Glen Canyon and Flagstaff substa- 
tions. Totally 11 WAPA reduced and 16 WAPA full cases are 
studied for testing the relay performance for various fault and 
trip-reclose sequences. 

Figure 9: One-line Diagram for a WAPA Reduced Case 

For the first case, the user needs to  build the topology 
from beginning and define all the component properties. This 
process becomes very simple involving only mouse clicking 
and dragging movements in the GUI environment,. To define 
component property the user is required to  input or select all 
necessary parameters. However, if the user has a well defined 
component default parameter library, this process is made 
much easier. The  user just confirms the default values and 
makes some minor updating if needed. The  average time to  
prepare from the scratch a new case with 25  components, 12 
buses/nodes (WAPA reduced case) is about 12  minutes and 
25 minutes with 42 components, 21 buses/nodes (WAPA futl 
case). 

The  effort t o  prepare input da ta  for the real-time simula- 
tion using the GUI tools is much less from that using a text 
editor. Furthermore, one network can be reused for other 
similar cases. Much efficiency can thus be gained. 

139 
Figure 9 is a screen dump of the  the one-line represent,at.ion 

of the WAPA reduced netswork. The  out,put of the GU1. editor 
was used for the RTS simulation. Figure 10 arid 11 sho-vs 
the  resulting current and voltage waveforms measured at the 
Flagstaff substation. A three-phase faalt(incidence angle is 
0’) happens at  time 0.05sec after the simulation starts. Three 
poles of the  breaker at Flagst,aff are tripped simultaneoiisiy 
when the fault is detected. NQ redose is considered ~ G T  this 
case. The  results are exactly as expected. 

I , 

Figure 10: Simulation Results - Currents r r f  Flagst& 

Figure 11. Sirnulatiirv Resirits -- Voltage< OP 1. i~r,‘ . tai i  

Resides the WAPA system, E1oust:in Ligtltir;g and Pow-r 
(BL&P) system has also been ut for testing the W S  
system. Very efftcient results have achieved in this ca.se 
as well. !t i s  expected that Ih:. G U I  and the RTS software 
can be used for any oCher Itowcr system network. ‘The critica,l 
requirement, is that the r ork ahould be modclrd ira the way 
supported by the PTS snftwarc system. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

A graphical user interface for real-time simulation for relay 
testing has been designed and implemented incorporating the 
entire simulator system requirements. X-Window system is 
utilized for graphics and protocols. Complex technical nota- 
tions are presented in a friendly graphic environment. The  
user is released from dealing with complicated and laborious 
data preparation and result presentation tasks. 
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